START HERE

ENTRÉES $6.24
BURRITO
NACHOS
QUESADILLA
TACOS (3)
RICE BOWL

PROTEINS
CARNITAS (PORK)
BARBACOA (BEEF)
CHICKEN
SOFRITAS
MOJO TOFU

ALL ENTRÉES ARE AVAILABLE AS RETAIL COMBO SWIPE

TOP IT OFF
CILANTRO LIME RICE
SHREDDED CHEESE
REFRIED BEANS
BLACK BEANS
DICED TOMATOES
DICED RED ONION
JALAPÉÑOS
CILANTRO
LIME WEDGES
SHREDDED ROMAINE
PICO DE GALLO
SOUR CREAM

QUESO +$0.50
GUACAMOLE +$0.50

SALSAS
CORN SALSA
FIRE ROASTED TOMATO SALSA
TOMATILLO SALSA

SIDES
CHIPS & SALSA $2.99
CHIPS & QUESO $2.99
CHIPS & GUACAMOLE $2.99
SINGLE TACO $2.49